ENGLISH EXAM FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION STUDENTS
2020 الدورة الصيفية
nd

 مبارك الزهيري:إعداد األستاذ

DATE: Thursday 2 July, 2020

TIME: 1 HOUR AND A HALF

1. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:Students often use computers at home if they have them. Students can use social media on their
computers to help them with their studies, including asking other students to check and compare
their work, asking questions and sharing ideas. The teacher must be part of the group, too, to
monitor what is happening.
What does the underlined word "them" refer to?
A. computers
B. students
C. studies
D. questions
2. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely due to the
country's commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority. Advances in education,
economic conditions, sanitation, clean water, diet and housing have made our community
healthier.
Find a word in the text which has the same meaning as "a promise to do something or to
behave in a particular way"
A. sanitation
B. diet
C. commitment
D. healthcare
3. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:The King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC) is Jordan’s only comprehensive cancer treatment
centre. It treats both adult and paediatric patients. As the population of the country
increases, more and more families will rely on the hospital for cancer treatment. Patients come
not only from Jordan but also from other countries in the region, as they are attracted by
its excellent reputation, lower costs, and cultural and language similarities.
The King Hussein Cancer Center treats two different kinds of patients. Who are they?
A. It treats both adult and paediatric patients.
B. The King Hussein Cancer Center is Jordan’s only comprehensive cancer treatment
center.
C. As the population of the country increases, more and more families will rely on the hospital.
D. Patients come not only from Jordan but also from other countries in the region.
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4. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and astronomer
– a true polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but
it is probably his work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most famous.
There are two fields that made Al-Kindi most famous. What are these two fields?
A. Arithmetic and geometry
B. Musician and astronomer
C. Physician and philosopher
D. Mathematician and chemist.
5. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:It's normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, recent studies show that negative emothis
can harm the body.
What does the underlined phrase refer to?
A. Happiness.
B. Sadness.
C. Fear
D. Anger
6. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects, which are designed to encourage
economic growth and bring new benefits to cities. Although megaprojects vary in terms of
size and cost, they are all by definition, expensive public projects that attract a high
level of interest and media coverage. Projects range from motorways, airports, stations,
tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes.
There are two purposes for megaprojects. What are these two purposes?
A. They are all by definition, expensive public projects.
B. encourage economic growth and bring new benefits to cities.
C. megaprojects vary in terms of size and cost.
D. Projects range from motorways, airports, stations, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes.
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7. Read the following text carefully then answer the question that follows:Now let’s look at imports. Unlike some other countries in the Middle East, Jordan does not have
large oil or gas reserves. For that reason, Jordan has to import oil and gas for its energy needs. Its
other main imports are cars, medicines and wheat. In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan’s imports were
from Saudi Arabia. This was followed by the EU, with 17.6% of its imports. Other imports have
come from China and the United States.
Quote the sentence which shows the country that provides Jordan with nearly a quarter of its
imports.
A. Unlike some other countries in the Middle East, Jordan does not have large oil or gas reserves.
B. Jordan has to import oil and gas for its energy needs.
C. Its other main imports are cars, medicines and wheat.
D. In 2013 CE, 23.6% of Jordan’s imports were from Saudi Arabia.
8. Many patients come to Jordan for treatment because of the……….. of Jordanian doctors.
A.repute B. reputed C. reputation
D.reputedly
9. Jordan's infant……….. rates declined more rapidly than any where in the world.
A. mortal B. mortally C. mortality D. mortalise
10. The Middle East is famous for the……of olive oil.
A.production
B. produce
C. productive
D. productively
11. Do you think the wheel was the most important…....ever?
A. discover B. discovery C. discovered
D. discoveries
12.Who was the most……writer of the twentieth century?
A. influence B.influential C. influentially D. influenced
13. Most doctors used to be………..about the validity of homoeopathy.
A. sceptic B. sceptical C. scepticism D. skeptically
14. The mission of Jordan's health teams has………..been carried out.
A. succeed
B. success C. successful D. successfully
15. If Ali……his own computer, he wouldn't need to use his friend’s computer.
A. has B. have C. had D. having
16. Children often…….. computers better than their parents.
A. use B.used C. uses D. are using
17. If the weather ……..improve, we won't have a picnic.
A. don't B. doesn't C. didn't D. weren't
18. I …………..an email when my laptop switched itself off.
A.am writing B. is writing C. was writing D. have been writing
19. Before Ali started work,he………...his emails.
A. has checked B. have checked C. checks D. had checked
20. By 2022, the new motorway …………….
A. will open B. will have opened C. has opened D. had opened
21. By the time we get to the station, the train ……………….
A. will have gone B. had gone C. has gone D. have gone
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22. I had my old car…………
A. fixed B. to fix C. fixes D. fixes
23. The guide: "The tourists have visited the museum."
The guide said that the tourists .................. the museum.
A. had visited B. has visited C. visit D. visited
24. My family and I …………camping once a month, but we stopped doing that when we moved to

the city.
A. are used to go B. used to go C. am use to going D. use to go
25. It is normal for my friend now to send emails.
A. My friend is used to sending emails.
B. My friend used to send emails.
C.My friend uses to send emails.
D. My friend used to sending emails.
26.Don't ring at 8 o'clock.I ……… Who Wants to be a Millionaire.
A. will watch B. will have watched C. will be watching D. have watched
27. I am planning …….. some work experience before I go to university.
A. to get B. get C.got D. getting
28. There are also about twenty-three stables ……… horses may have been kept.
A. that
B. which C. where D. who
29. Eating meat isn't as healthy as eating fresh fruit and vegetables.
Eating fresh fruit and vegetables …………………………………………………………
A. is healthy as eating meat.
B. are healthy as eating meat.
C. is healthier than eating meat.
D. is as healthy as eating meat.
30. Where is the nearest bank,please?
Could you tell me…………………………………………..?
A. where is the nearest bank,please?
B. where the nearest bank is, please?
C. where the bank nearest is,please?
D. the nearest bank where is,please?
31. People know that he is talented.
He………………………………………………………….
A. is known to be talented.
B. was known to be talented.
C. is knew to have been talented.
D. is known to was talented.
32. I don't like coffee……..tea.
A. as often as
B. as many as
C. as much as
D. as much
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33. Ahmad regrets going to bed late.
If only Ahmad…………………………………………………………..
A. had gone to bed late.
B. hadn't gone to bed late.
C. hasn't gone to bed late.
D. has gone to be late.
34. The nature reserve used recycled water, which helps the ……… of the environment.
A. sustainability B. negative effect C. physician D. mortality
35. Hospitals need to dispose a lot of………… and it should be carefully managed because it can be
dangerous
A. fund B. biological waste
C. disabilities
D. calculations
36. Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story …………...?
A. settle down B. fill in C. take place D. meet up
37. If you don’t feel well, you should describe your………… to the doctor.
A.symbtoms
B. symptomz
C. symptoms
D.symptams
38. You can ……………. the respect of your colleagues through your hard work and honesty.
A. make B. earn C. cause D. shake
39. Jamal and Fawaz started studying at 5 p.m. It is 10 p.m and he is still studying.
Jamal and Fawaz……………………………………………………….since 5 p.m
A. has been studying
B. had been studying
C. have been studying
D. will be studying
40. It's not normal for American people to eat mansaf.
American people ………………………………………………………………………
A. used to eat mansaf.
B. is used to eating mansaf
C. didn't use to eat
D. aren't used to eating mansaf.
Answers:
1. B 2. C 3. A 4.A 5.B 6. B 7. D 8. C 9.B 10. A 11. B 12. B 13. B 14. D 15. C 16. A 17. B
18. C 19. D 20. B 21. A 22. A 23. A 24. B 25. A 26. C 27.A 28. C 29. C 30. B 31. A 32. C
33. B 34. A 35. A 36. C 37. C 38. B 39. C 40. D
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